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2016 Mineralogy, Geochemistry, Volcanology, and Petrology (MGPV) 
Early Career Award to John M Cottle: Acceptance 
 
By John M Cottle, University of California-Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, 
CA, USA 
September 27, 2016 
 
Thank you, Brad for your generous and humbling citation. I very much 
appreciate your kind words and continued mentorship. I would like to begin 
by sincerely thanking GSA and the MGPV Early career award committee 
for this honor. 
 
It is with great pleasure that I accept this award on behalf of my colleagues, 
collaborators and students who continue to help me pursue exciting 
science, in the field, and in the lab. In particular, a few people deserve 
mention for keeping me somewhat on the straight and narrow. 
 
The first of those is Prof. Rick Sibson: after graduating with an M.Sc. from 
Otago, and declaring I was ‘done’ with Geology, I was working on a ski field 
in New Zealand. Early one morning, Rick accosted me in the carpark, and, 
with his trademark steely-eyed stare, informed me “there’s more to life than 
skiing, young man”. He followed up by sending me papers written by Prof. 
Mike Searle, and in his own way gave me a not so subtle push toward a 
PhD in the Himalaya. I am truly grateful to Rick for his perseverance! 
 
Dr. Mike (Searle) at Oxford instilled in me a taste for British ale, sticky 
pudding, and perhaps most importantly to never lose cite of the big tectonic 
picture. Randy Parrish, Matt Horstwood, Steve Noble and Dan Condon at 
the British Geological Survey all fostered my interest in geochronology and 
allowed me to try things in the LA-ICPMS lab that I’m sure they all knew to 
be doomed to failure, but in doing so presented some of the best learning 
opportunities I’ve ever had. It also gave me plenty of experience in fixing 
mass spectrometers when I (inevitably) broke them. At the intersection of 
geochronology and tectonics is where live, and all of these individuals 
contributed to equipping me the skills necessary to make a contribution. 
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Transitioning from the UK to a dream position at UCSB as naïve junior 
faculty member, my colleagues, in particular Brad Hacker and Doug 
Burbank, provided hours of selfless advice including navigating me through 
the pre-tenure minefield. For better or worse, they now have me as a 
tenured colleague, and for that I am truly grateful. 
 
I continue to be very lucky to work with many people far smarter than I can 
ever hope to be. I would especially like to thank Kyle Larson, Dawn Kellett, 
Micah Jessup, Andrew Kylander-Clark, Gareth Seward and my past and 
present students, Graham Lederer, Graham Hagen-Peter, Janelle, Tyson, 
Sophie, Demian, Jake, Erin, Catherine, Nic, Carina and Elizabeth for my 
ongoing journey toward geologic enlightenment. Finally, my wife, Anna and 
two children, continue to be unbelievably supportive, putting up with way 
too many requests for “just 30 more minutes in the lab”. They bring a 
balance to my life for which I’m extremely appreciative. 
 
I read somewhere that during a speech one should dispense some sage 
advice. Unfortunately, I think I’m grossly under-qualified given the stature of 
tonight’s audience, but as I look back, the one thing that my mentors had in 
common is that they had the presence of mind to let me experiment. To 
allow me to try new and different things in the lab – make that oddball 
measurement; modify an instrument - just to see what happens. On the 
rare occasions it worked, we all learnt something, and when things 
inevitably didn’t, they were able to turn the result into a positive learning 
experience. As mentors now and in the future, I hope we can aspire to give 
our mentees the chance to ‘just try it’. Again, thank you for this award, it 
means a lot. 


